Welcome to the Gasline Newsletter

Published monthly by LPG and Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part of the industry’s efforts to encourage the direct use of natural gas and LPG into households and small businesses.

Using natural gas and LPG as a direct energy source offers numerous cost, environmental and energy efficiency benefits. Gas New Zealand hopes to educate consumers and policy makers about the many advantages of making wider use of this strategic energy asset.
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The importance of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies

The European Union, America and Japan have issued a joint statement on hydrogen and fuel cell technology, announcing a new cooperative between these organisations.

Read more

Fibre ETP’s in LPG cylinder hazardous areas clarified

A new guide has been developed to help mitigate a years-long issue regarding the installation of fibre external terminal points (ETP’s) within the hazardous area zone of LPG cylinders.

Read more

Calling on all political parties to recognise the continuing role of gas

Leading the LPG Association in his first tenure as its new President – and possibly during its most critical juncture – is Cameron Jardine.

General Manager of Genesis’ LPG Operations, Cameron has had a varied career in service brands from Westpac to Vodafone.

So, he believes picking up where now former President Graham Hardie left off will benefit from his marketing and communications background.

Read more

Updates for two important LPG Codes of Practice

LPG Association Code of Practice
LPGA COP No 2
Installation and maintenance of twin 45 kg LPG cylinder systems
LPGA COP No 5
Installation and maintenance of LPG multi-cylinder systems

Two very important Codes of Practice have been updated to reflect changes to the regulatory regime, and to reinstate the relevant clause and drawings from industry Standards.

Relating to the installation and maintenance of twin 45kg LPG cylinder systems and multi-cylinder systems, these updates provide an easy to use, one stop shop for users of the Codes, including gas fitters, architects and designers.

Read More

New LPGA President confident of future

Leading the LPG Association in his first tenure as its new President – and possibly during its most critical juncture – is Cameron Jardine.

General Manager of Genesis’ LPG Operations, Cameron has had a varied career in service brands from Westpac to Vodafone.

So, he believes picking up where now former President Graham Hardie left off will benefit from his marketing and communications background.

Read More
All political parties must recognise the continuing role and importance of gas in the energy mix, the Gas Security Group (GSC) said in a statement ahead of the 2019 United Kingdom general election in December.